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Abstract:- In the present era, as technology is emerging widely 

data storage is also increasing its volume or space of storage 

enormously; which is the current buzz defined as Big Data. 

Existing Big Data modelling includes mostly in handling 

structured data but no defined approach was designed for 

modelling Big Data which includes structured, semi-structured 

and unstructured data. Among the existing challenges on Big 

Data, the most imperative challenge is modelling Big Data. This 

paper proposes a generic modelling approach for modelling Big 

Data. The effectiveness of this innovative approach is sensed by 

modelling oncology data using MongoDB. This modelling 

facilitates ease analytics and is independent of context.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The era of Data namely Data Science is emerging 

enormously in all technical and scientific sectors. Instances 

of various sources of such data like Facebook, Wikipedia, 

Google, etc. includes information of variable types like text, 

images, videos etc. Over decades with the passage of time 

volume of Big Data is increasing enormously; with an 

average increase of 2.5 quintillion bytes every day [1]. In a 

survey done in 2012, concluded that 90% of Big Data 

produced today was generated in the last couple of years, 

this volume of data ranged from few terabytes to petabytes 

[1]. This drastic increase in the volume of data confronts 

several challenges, among those, the major are storage 

capacity, big data modelling and analytics [13]. Among 

these Big Data Modelling plays an inevitable role in the era 

of Big Data; because if Big Data is modelled storage 

structures in the physical medium can be easily designed 

and analytics can be performed with less effort. Using 

traditional data modelling methods big data cannot be 

handled, because Big Data comprises of several 

heterogeneous data which may be structured, semi-

structured and unstructured [3]. This intense of quick 

increase of Big Data with a wide range and varieties of data 

has created several ambiguities in Big Data Modeling before 

performing analytics. A finest Big Data Model will intensify 

the empathy of humanoids socially and economically for the 

best excellence.  
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   The following section includes literature review which 

infers the evolution history of Big Data Modelling and the 

key route to our proposed modelling. The next section is 

followed by the detailed review of proposed data modelling 

and its implementation. This is continued with strengths of 

proposed modelling and reasons for considering document-

based data modelling in the proposed model. The last 

section includes the conclusion and future enhancements. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

    Big Data is expanding exponentially [6] from various 

resources [4] contains diverse types of information [5].  To 

perform analytics on Big Data, data in Big Data must be 

organized and this organization needs the best processing 

methods. Most of the data processing methods earlier were 

legacy [7]. Cloud computing for few years has suggested the 

solution for computing over such Big Data but couldn't be 

independent of bulk data which is stressed at a node in the 

network with breakdowns [8]. To overcome this Big Data 

must be organized semantically using a data-driven 

approach which is essential for better analytics in all 

ecosystems [9]. 

The traditional data modelling approaches are not feasible 

for modelling Big Data. This is due to the existence of non-

relational data of multiple types with various formats which 

don't fit into traditional data models. This is because as data 

in big data is evolving drastically, modelling of big data 

cannot be structured. This resulted in getting deposited with 

structured data, semi-structured data and unstructured data 

in major percentage. This resulted in an evolution of "Non-

Relational Databases" for modelling Big Data [14]. In 2007 

Amazon was the first to use non-relational database notion 

for storing its business data [11]. Table 1 shows the 

approaches and perspective over different types of databases 

[12]. 

Table 1: Approaches And Perspectives Of Over 

Various Types Of Databases 
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Table 2 explores data modelling of operational databases, 

decision support systems and big data [12]. This reveals 

about abstraction levels, tools used for modelling data and 

the supporting tools for extracting worthy knowledge. This 

table also reveals that operational databases with few data 

models have designing tools for data modelling but doesn't 

have supporting tools for extracting knowledge from 

databases, for example, ER Model. Whereas decision 

support databases have supporting tools for extracting 

knowledge along with data modelling tools of various types. 

Table 2 explores a thought-provoking notion about Big Data 

modelling. This infers that most of the tools which are being 

used and using are supporting tools for extracting 

knowledge but there are no designing tools for modelling 

Big Data. There are NoSQL Data Models for Big Data like 

key-value, document, wide-column and graph-based [15]. 

These data models have both logical and physical 

representation of data which can be supported by many tools 

[12]. All supporting tools for big data are of type NoSQL. 

These tools never identify relations among objects.  

Table 2: Summary Of Data Modeling Over Various 

Approaches. 

    Figure 1.1 specifies  the relationship of increase 

between the data size and the processing capacity available 

annually; the calculations behind this juxtaposition are based 

upon the truth presented by Hilbert and López, 2011 [10] in 

their published work in Science. It can be observed how 

state-of-the-art computation capacity is lagging behind in 

front of the speedily leading data size, which is available to 

discover worthless information patterns. 

Figure 1.1: Total number of data models per category 

     

As conflicting to their peers, graph data models 

exceedingly weigh relations and provides the visual 

illustration of information, Therefore , they are treated as 

more user-friendly. The graph data models are especially 

useful for such scenarios where the affairs in data have more  

weightage when compared to data itself . Such examples 

include forensic investigations conclusion , traversal and  

social network representation etc,.   

    Figure 1.1 disclose a number of data models which are 

available today for every individual category of the NoSQL, 

specified in this paper. NoSQL data models deals with  the  

data at very considerably  faster rate than  relational data 

models, which are frequently utilized in profitable domains 

that need higher care for the dealings processed. So, the 

relational data models strictly obey ACID (atomicity, 

consistency, isolation, durability) constraints on each piece 

of data and it effects the speed of  relational data models. A 

good number of the most important NoSQL models are 

flexible to be used to convene the requested needs and 

regularly don't pass through ACID conditions and keep 

away from all the technical inhabitant requirements that 

relational data models have, therefore better performance. In 

opposing, for those applications that need great precision, 

NoSQL data models may undergo overheads. 

    The rising and falling quantity of Big Data of Internet 

actions and sensory progressions, and the growing 

requirements for Big Models for ultra-high-dimensional 

problems put fabulous stress on Big Data Analytics. It is 

exceedingly unproductive; if possible, to utilize such big 

data consecutively in a group or scholastic manner in 

distinctive Analytics. As Big Data includes structured, semi-

structured and unstructured data, a highly scalable and 

generalized approach for modelling Big Data is desirable.  

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

    The proposed model is a Prioritized Property-Value 

based Data Model (PPVDM) for Big Data. This involves in 

scraping information from various resources of single 

context or single ecosystem. Not all resources are used for 

scraping information. Every echo system will have its own 

set of properties. Among these properties, only the  
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properties which influence the behaviour of its ecosystem 

are considered. These properties are sorted according to 

their priorities. Priorities for these properties are finalized 

under the supervision of an expert in that ecosystem. After 

sorting such properties, values related to such properties are 

scraped from several resources of same echo system for 

several distinct objects. This results in a Semi-Structured 

representation of Big Data which is sparse. 

    At instance information of side effects of various 

cancer drugs, heterogeneous data [16]  are scraped from 

cancer.gov, uihc.org, cancerresearchuk.org using Java 

JSOUP third-party API for prioritized properties for this 

ecosystem. Using DOM, CSS and Jquery methods of 

JSOUP information is scraped. The data found in PDFs are 

extracted by using PDFBOX third party API. After scraping 

the information is written into the comma separated file 

using JAVA JAVACSV third party API. Analytics done on 

this file is clumsy. This is due to; most of the values in the 

file will be missing. If these values are considered, analytics 

performed over such file will never result in the optimal 

extraction of analysis. To overcome this disadvantage a 

sparse representation of this extracted CSV file is exported 

into Prioritized Property-Value based documents, is 

included in the proposed Big Data model. This is done using 

MongoDB. MongoDB is a document store in which a 

collection holds different documents. Each document 

represents an object in the ecosystem. Every object in the 

echo system has its own properties. The number of 

properties, content and size of the object can differ from one 

object to another. All objects in a collection are the similar 

or related type. MongoDB does not enforce a schema for 

collections. It uses dynamic schema. This semantics is 

suitable for echo systems which comprise properties which 

are variable. These semantic considers properties which are 

non-null besides ignores properties with nulls; a sparse 

representation of data. Properties having multiple values are 

treated as multiple values under common property whereas 

in other implementing environments multiple values of a 

single property are devised into a single concatenated value 

which makes analytics legacy. The detailed block diagram is 

shown in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1 Process of Property Value Data Model 

 The scope of this model building approach using various 

big data sources into one framework to provide Physician 

centric decision supportive system which enhances vast 

experience comes to our fingertips along with latest research 

innovations. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS 

    For implementing this Prioritized Property-Value based 

Data Modelling for Big Data, information about Cancer-

related drugs which had side effects and no effects are 

scraped. Initially, information is extracted into .CSV. This 

extracted file is exported to property value based documents 

using MongoDB to convert the data into Flexible Semi-

Structured Data Documents. The following screenshot 

Figure 4.2 reveals the representation of scraped information 

according to Priority Property-Value.  

 
Figure 4.2 Result of scraped data cropped into 

MongoDB 

   

  In supportive of this proposed Big Data Modelling an 

experiment is programmed in extracting knowledge about 

the most prominent side effects which is recurrent for most 

of the cancer drugs. The following screenshot Figure 4.3 

reveals about this experiment.  

 
Figure 4.3 Result of most frequent side effects among 

cancer drugs 

 

Pseudo code used for performing the above analytics is: 

conn = new Mongo(); 

db = conn.getDB("users"); 

var map = function() {   

    var summary = this.side_effects; 

    if (summary) {  

        summary = summary.toLowerCase().split(",");  

        for (var i = summary.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) { 

             if (summary[i])  {       

               emit(summary[i].trim(), 1);  
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            } 

        } 

    } 

}; 

var reduce = function( key, values ) {     

    var count = 0;     

    values.forEach(function(v) {             

        count +=v;     

    }); 

    return count; 

} 

db.drugs.mapReduce(map, reduce, {out: "word_count"}) 

 

A. Reasons for selecting MongoDB for Prioritized 

Property-Value based Data Modelling 

    The main reason for selecting MongoDB for modelling 

Big Data in the proposed model: 

a. MongoDB loads .CSV  files as documents. Each 

document contains only those properties which are non-null.  

 

b. Sparse representation of data 

 

c. This paper pins MongoDB to be the optimal 

database for proposed work based on its performance when 

compared with other popular databases like DynamoDB, 

Couchbase, CouchDB, RethinkDB and OrientDB. This 

performance evaluation is done on (i) data insertion and (ii) 

data retrieval 

 

(i) Data Insertion 

MongoDB proves to be the optimal database for inserting 

data, as it takes less amount of time shown in Figure 4.4. 

 
Figure 4.4: Insertion Time 

(ii) Data Retrieval 

MongoDB takes less amount of time for retrieving data 

when compared with other databases shown in Figure 4.5. 

 
Figure 4.5: Retrieval Time 

B. Strengths of Proposed Model 

a. The biggest strength of this proposed model is 

flexible. 

b. Most of the data modelling methods for Big Data 

includes null values. The proposed model doesn't consider 

null values. This is due to integrated involvement of 

MongoDB in proposed work.    

c. Most of the data modelling methods for Big Data 

provides a dense representation of data because null values 

are considered but not handled before performing analytics. 

The proposed modelling doesn’t include null values in data  

representation which is a sparse representation; this reduces 

the effort for performing analytics. This is because of two 

reasons: (1) Prioritized Property-Value Document 

representation of Data (2) Excluding null values before 

modelling data. This doesn't effect Data Analytics.  

d. Performing analytics over this model takes less 

effort when compared to analytics which is row organized 

and dense. 

V. CONCLUSION 

    Big Data is bulk which includes structured, semi-

structured and unstructured data. Handling Big Data for 

performing analytics over it is the most challenging chore 

which relies on modelling Big Data. While comparing Data 

Analytics and Data Modelling; Data Modelling plays a vital 

role in Data Analytics. The more flexible is the Big Data 

Modelling results in the most effective Data Analytics. The 

proposed Big Data Modelling is flexible because the 

proposed model is Prioritized Property-Value Data 

Modelling. This proposed modelling can be used in any 

echo systems and can perform analytics over it with less 

effort. 
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